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And now i nephi do not give the genealogy of 

my fathers in this part of my record neither at 

any time 
s
hall i give it After uppon these 

plates which i am writing for it is given in the 

record which has bee kept by my father 

Wherefore i do not write it in this work

Daniel 11:21 And in his estate shall stand up a vile person, to whom 

they shall not give the honour of the kingdom: but he shall come in 

peaceably, and obtain the kingdom by flatteries.

And now i nephi do not give the genealogy of 

my fathers in this part of my record neither at 

any time 
s
hall i give it After uppon these 

plates which i am writing for it is given in the 

record which has bee kept by my father 

Wherefore i do not write it in this work

Genesis 47:9 And Jacob said unto Pharaoh, The days of the years of my 

pilgrimage are an hundred and thirty years: few and evil have the days of 

the years of my life been, and have not attained unto the days of the 

years of the life of my fathers in the days of their pilgrimage.

And now i nephi do not give the genealogy of 

my fathers in this part of my record neither at 

any time 
s
hall i give it After uppon these 

plates which i am writing for it is given in the 

record which has bee kept by my father 

Wherefore i do not write it in this work

Genesis 49:29 And he charged them, and said unto them, I am to be 

gathered unto my people: bury me with my fathers in the cave that is in 

the field of Ephron the Hittite,

And now i nephi do not give the genealogy of 

my fathers in this part of my record neither at 

any time 
s
hall i give it After uppon these 

plates which i am writing for it is given in the 

record which has bee kept by my father 

Wherefore i do not write it in this work

1 Maccabees 10:33 Moreover I freely set at liberty every one of the 

Jews, that were carried captives out of the land of Judea into any part of 

my kingdom, and I will that all my officers remit the tributes even of 

their cattle.

And now i nephi do not give the genealogy of 

my fathers in this part of my record neither at 

any time 
s
hall i give it After uppon these 

plates which i am writing for it is given in the 

record which has bee kept by my father 

Wherefore i do not write it in this work



And now i nephi do not give the genealogy of 

my fathers in this part of my record neither at 

any time 
s
hall i give it After uppon these 

plates which i am writing for it is given in the 

record which has bee kept by my father 

Wherefore i do not write it in this work

1 Thessalonians 2:5 For neither at any time used we flattering words, as 

ye know, nor a cloke of covetousness; God is witness:

And now i nephi do not give the genealogy of 

my fathers in this part of my record neither at 

any time 
s
hall i give it After uppon these 

plates which i am writing for it is given in the 

record which has bee kept by my father 

Wherefore i do not write it in this work

Ecclesiasticus 19:22 The knowledge of wickedness is not wisdom, 

neither at any time the counsel of sinners prudence.

And now i nephi do not give the genealogy of 

my fathers in this part of my record neither at 

any time 
s
hall i give it After uppon these 

plates which i am writing for it is given in the 

record which has bee kept by my father 

Wherefore i do not write it in this work

Revelation 11:2 But the court which is without the temple leave out, and 

measure it not; for it is given unto the Gentiles: and the holy city shall 

they tread under foot forty and two months.

And now i nephi do not give the genealogy of 

my fathers in this part of my record neither at 

any time 
s
hall i give it After uppon these 

plates which i am writing for it is given in the 

record which has bee kept by my father 

Wherefore i do not write it in this work

Philippians 1:29 For unto you it is given in the behalf of Christ, not 

only to believe on him, but also to suffer for his sake;

And now i nephi do not give the genealogy of 

my fathers in this part of my record neither at 

any time 
s
hall i give it After uppon these 

plates which i am writing for it is given in the 

record which has bee kept by my father 

Wherefore i do not write it in this work

Ecclesiasticus 26:3 A good wife is a good portion, which shall be given 

in the portion of them that fear the Lord.

And now i nephi do not give the genealogy of 

my fathers in this part of my record neither at 

any time 
s
hall i give it After uppon these 

plates which i am writing for it is given in the 

record which has bee kept by my father 

Wherefore i do not write it in this work

1 John 5:10 He that believeth on the Son of God hath the witness in 

himself: he that believeth not God hath made him a liar; because he 

believeth not the record that God gave of his Son.



And now i nephi do not give the genealogy of 

my fathers in this part of my record neither at 

any time 
s
hall i give it After uppon these 

plates which i am writing for it is given in the 

record which has bee kept by my father 

Wherefore i do not write it in this work

1 John 5:11 And this is the record, that God hath given to us eternal 

life, and this life is in his Son.

And now i nephi do not give the genealogy of 

my fathers in this part of my record neither at 

any time 
s
hall i give it After uppon these 

plates which i am writing for it is given in the 

record which has bee kept by my father 

Wherefore i do not write it in this work

Matthew 13:35 That it might be fulfilled which was spoken by the 

prophet, saying, I will open my mouth in parables; I will utter things 

which have been kept secret from the foundation of the world.

And now i nephi do not give the genealogy of 

my fathers in this part of my record neither at 

any time 
s
hall i give it After uppon these 

plates which i am writing for it is given in the 

record which has bee kept by my father 

Wherefore i do not write it in this work

1 Samuel 21:5 And David answered the priest, and said unto him, Of a 

truth women have been kept from us about these three days, since I 

came out, and the vessels of the young men are holy, and the bread is in 

a manner common, yea, though it were sanctified this day in the vessel.

And now i nephi do not give the genealogy of 

my fathers in this part of my record neither at 

any time 
s
hall i give it After uppon these 

plates which i am writing for it is given in the 

record which has bee kept by my father 

Wherefore i do not write it in this work

1 Samuel 20:9 And Jonathan said, Far be it from thee: for if I knew 

certainly that evil were determined by my father to come upon thee, then 

would not I tell it thee?

And now i nephi do not give the genealogy of 

my fathers in this part of my record neither at 

any time 
s
hall i give it After uppon these 

plates which i am writing for it is given in the 

record which has bee kept by my father 

Wherefore i do not write it in this work

Tobit 1:8 And the third I gave unto them to whom it was meet, as 

Debora my father’s mother had commanded me, because I was left an 

orphan by my father.

And now i nephi do not give the genealogy of 

my fathers in this part of my record neither at 

any time 
s
hall i give it After uppon these 

plates which i am writing for it is given in the 

record which has bee kept by my father 

Wherefore i do not write it in this work

Jeremiah 31:33 But this shall be the covenant that I will make with the 

house of Israel; After those days, saith the LORD, I will put my law in 

their inward parts, and write it in their hearts; and will be their God, and 

they shall be my people.



And now i nephi do not give the genealogy of 

my fathers in this part of my record neither at 

any time 
s
hall i give it After uppon these 

plates which i am writing for it is given in the 

record which has bee kept by my father 

Wherefore i do not write it in this work

Ezekiel 43:11 And if they be ashamed of all that they have done, shew 

them the form of the house, and the fashion thereof, and the goings out 

thereof, and the comings in thereof, and all the forms thereof, and all the 

ordinances thereof, and all the forms thereof, and all the laws thereof: 

and write it in their sight, that they may keep the whole form thereof, and 

all the ordinances thereof, and do them.


